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CONVINCING
The advantages of Quotrix at a glance

↗ Free of charge: no additional transaction fee or brokerage fee from the exchange

↗ Direct on-exchange trading with binding quotes and limit order protection 

↗ Modern order types with all common limits (e.g. trailing stop loss)

↗ Trading of >28,000 international securities (shares, bonds, funds, ETPs) 

↗ Reference market guarantees (e.g. shares at least at the Xetra price, often better) 

↗ Full execution of orders with high guarantee volumes

↗ Long trading hours from 8 am to 10 pm* and free real-time quotes (*bonds until 8 pm)

↗ Investor protection through Trading Surveillance Office and rules & regulations



COMPETENT
Services and partners in stock exchange trading

↗ Quotrix launched in 2001 as the first exchange-based market maker system in Germany

↗ Under the umbrella of the Duesseldorf Stock Exchange (part of BÖAG Boersen AG) 
including a neutral trading surveillance office

↗ Since 2017, ICF BANK is market maker for the approximately 28,000 securities 
(approx. 7,200 equities, approx. 16,000 bonds, approx. 2,700 mutual funds, approx. 2,500 ETPs)

↗ Quotrix ranks among the top 5 trading venues by volume in Germany

↗ Excellent price quality and multiple winner in best execution evaluations

↗ Expansion of trading spectrum to include foreign currency bonds; 
increasing relevance for regular savings plan and reinvestment orders



INDIVIDUAL
All modern limit order types on offer

↗ Direct trade (fast quote-request 
procedure)

↗ Limit order (protected limit order 
management)

↗ Stop Buy / Stop Loss 
↗ MarketStop Buy / Stop Loss Limit
↗ Trailing Stop Loss
↗ One Cancels the Other
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AFFORDABLE
Trading without exchange costs
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VERSATILE
Here you can trade via Quotrix

Market Making by

Status: 01.04.2024 
Further connections in progress
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